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It is desired that a laser has unidirectional characterlstics when it is used as a stable
anplifler without sel-f-oscillations. But, there have been only a few lasers with unidlrectional-
gain i.e. those caused by the travelling wave pumping of Doppler-broadened transition"l)2) tr, 

"gas laser and caused by the combinatlon of a i,onventional laser Eo a saturhD4e absorber.
Here, we ProPose a oew unidirectional-semiconductor-laeer, based on non-syrnmetrical distri.bu-

tion of electrons in the k-space. Consider an optically punped laser, aa shown in Fig. 1, where
electrons and holes are drifted to the directlon of a signal photon. The distributions of carriers
are non-ayrDmetricaLr as shown in Fig. 2. Ttt general, when an electron recombines to a hole the
momentum of the systen ls conserv"Ut ?"-?r=? (B = the wavenumber of photon). In this case, the
transitLon probability frorn the state-a to the state-b ls larger than that fron the a/ to the d.
Therefore, the gain for the forward photon of Fig. I w111 be Latgeg thgh .thab. fof, ba€,kwatd ane"

ONE DIMENSIONAL ANAIYSIS:Deriving an analytical form for transltionmatrix el-ements, f,rhieh ldclbde

-

effects of photon wavenumber, from k.p perturbation theory3) and assr:ning the dlsplaced F-D dis-
trl-butions for mobile carriers as fol-lows4):

r"=1/1-+exp{41?"-rJ" /'t)2/zn"*r"7}, f.,r=l/l+exp6ttr"*ofn ft)?lz^u*rn+}rul

W=に/υ骨〔|:こかβ≒罐q島∫cは )laβmは)12d7

(■ ),

where T^ and T- are electron-temperature and hole-temperature, respectlvely and they are not alwaysefr
equal to l-attice temperature, the gain coefficient for stimulated emission can be written as an

analytlcal forn whlch lnclude the effects of the0which have been neglected in usual treatments5).
But' only nrrrtrerical examples are illustrated because of the complex forn of thg Al{paas6ion.

Under the condltlon of v =l-0'cm/sec, there are slgnificant d.ifierences in the galns for forward

Photons and for backward ones, as shown in Fig.3 for GaAs. For the virtual high refractive index
i.e. the virtual high values of the B's ( a practlcal methode for realizlng these high refractive
index wlLl be mentLoned in latter), there are much larger dlfferences in gains, as shown in Flg. 4.
PERIODIC WAVE GUIDES: a periodic wave guide, as shown in Flg. 5, may be used to real-lze the eff,ect+
ive hlgh refractive index by space harmonics. Assumlng the pltch of corrugation d is emaLl-er than
half the trave-l-ength, there is no power transfer from a gulded mode to radiatlon modesrand

conslder only the lowest order TE mode. By Floquet's theorem, the field quantities of the gulded
mode are glven as the infinite sum of space harnonLcs6). ,n. energy, associated with the Lowest

order TE mode , is wrltten as the collection of harmonic osclLLators:

where aβ
m ttS the amplitude of vector potential of m… th space harmonic●  Therefore, the field of

guided wave can be quantized and the vector potentia■  is 8■Ven in a operator form as follows:
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where bβ and gtrepresent the annihi■ 1[lol十 :I:ノ ::::[::le:::lator of guided― mode―photon, respectively,

βm iS the wave number of m― th harmonic , and S is the cross sectiona■  area in y― z p■ ane. By peri
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where the term of the summation on △ktt represents the uncertainty of the x― compOnent of the

tuln o「  the guided― mode―photon and the integration ttbpresents the consl,atiOn of z― compOnent
the momenturn and of the energy in the system。  ェf the pitch d is enough sma■ 1 (for example,
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the 3m'S for higher space harЩ onics take sufficient ■arge va■ues. under the condition that the

normalized amplitude of m― th space harmonic  atm becomes considerable valuel in the wave guide

with small pitch, one may expect an unidirectiOna■  amp■ification..Numerica■  examples on the
periodic wave guide will be presented。

The operation of the above device wi■ l be disturbed by band― to¨ impurity transitiOns and
excitOn recombinations. But, a pure semicOnductor can be used because the proposed device does

not need a p― ■ junctiono Also, the recombination probability,due tO exciton recombination, may be

sma■■ under high electric field since the excitOns are impact― ionized by the drifting carriers ).

The e■ ectron-lattice and e■ ectron― e■ ectron co■ ■■sions wi■ l disturbe the momentum condを vatiOn, but
the infllenCe 6f the co■ ■isions for higher space harmon■ cs will be sma■ ler than that for fund―
alnenta■  cOmponent because of the ■arge va■ues of β

ps fOr higher harmonics。

The corrugatiOn pitch Of the order of o。 ■口 w■1l be realized by the lon■■■ling technics ) in
near fり ture・ ThiS p,oposed device w■ 1■  havさ great potentia■ity in ■ts applications to optica■
information process■ ng dev■ ce and optical IC e■ emento Pre■ i■■nary experiments are ■n prOgress.
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